
Find out how fast you can run

 Fast Times
Time your sprints over and over again, so you can track 

your improvement. By Rita L Sooby

ber bit [1] included in kits or when you order 
the bit itself. The new functions make this bit 
much more useful in several projects, includ-
ing any project in which you want to time or 
count something.

In the littleBits project in this issue, I’ll show 
you how to build a system that times sprints. 
The starting block of bits (Figure 2) uses the 
Pressure sensor bit to sense when the runner 
has left the starting pad and sends that infor-
mation to the timing block at the finish line via 
the Wireless transmitter bit. At the starting line, 
you also have a button that resets the timer be-
fore you start your next sprint.

The littleBits team recently came out 
with a new Number module that, in 
addition to the original two modes – 
which display either relative values 

entering the module from 0 to 99 or incom-
ing voltage from 0 to 5V – now also counts 
up or down and has a reset snap on top (Fig-
ure 1). Briefly called the Number+ module, 
the new incarnation is now the default Num-

Figure 1: The old (bottom) and the new (top) Number 

bits. In this project, the bit is set to count up.

Rita L Sooby is Managing Editor of Raspberry Pi 
Geek, Linux Pro Magazine, and ADMIN. She lives 
in Lawrence, KS, where she practices Aikido and 
three-cushion billiards in her spare time.
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The timing block (Figure 3) receives infor-
mation from the starting block via the Wire-
less receiver bit and includes the timer 
(Number bit) and a motion detector that 
turns the timer off. The input from the start 
and finish lines is sent through a logic bit 
that determines whether the timer should 
be running or not.

Starting Block
The first order of business after the bit design 
was settled was figuring out a way to isolate 
the Pressure sensor so it wouldn’t be crushed 
by the runner’s foot. I pulled out some of my 
Actobotics [2] materials to build a runner’s 
block (Figure 4), but you could use other 
materials, such as Legos or wood blocks, or 
you could even 3D print a starting block if 
you have access to a 3D printer. A mouse pad 
over the sensor affords further protection 
(Figure 5).

Table 1 describes the function of the bits 
as they are used in this project. Each sec-
tion (refer to Figure 2) has its own power 

supply. In section T1, the state button is 
followed by a Latch bit before it feeds into 
the Pressure sensor. The state button is de-
scribed in the System State section later in 
this article.

A Button bit is often paired with a Latch 
bit. If you build a circuit with a Button and 
an LED, you’ll notice the LED only lights up 
when you press the button. This is called a 
“momentary” switch. If you put a Latch bit 

Figure 2: The starting block comprises two sections: T1, the Pressure sensor 

circuit, and T2, the reset button circuit. The function of each bit is 

described in Table 1.

Figure 3: The timing block comprises two sections: R1, the Motion trigger 

circuit, and R2, the timing circuit. The function of each bit is described in 

Table 2.

Figure 4: The runner’s block shows the Pressure sensor bit placed in the open block (left), in the closed block (middle), and from the side (right).

Figure 5: The runner’s block protects the Pressure sensor (left). Wire bits from either side of the 

sensor to the rest of the starting block circuit put the reset and state buttons in reach of the run-

ner (right). The lit LED on the right indicates the system is ready to go.
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comprises the timer circuit in section R2 and 
the Motion trigger circuit in section R1, with 
a logic bit that arbitrates between the signals 
from R1 and the starting block section T1.

Table 2 describes the function of the bits 
as they are used in this project. Starting 
with section R1, the Motion trigger bit feeds 
into the Buzzer-Latch-LED bits. Once the 
motion sensor is triggered, it maintains a 
signal for a few seconds before it goes off. 
That’s fine for the buzzer, which I am only 
using as a trigger indicator, but I want the 
timer to stay off once the sensor has trig-
gered, which is the function of the Latch bit 
in this circuit, turning the motion sensor 
from a momentary switch to an on/ off 
switch. The LED indicates whether the sen-
sor is in the triggered state.

In section R2, the output from the NOR bit 
goes into an LED and a Pulse bit to the Num-
ber bit. The LED indicates whether the timer 
is running or not, and the Pulse bit sends a 
pulsed signal that increments the count on 
the Number bit. The speed of the pulsed sig-
nal is adjustable; I adjusted it to approxi-
mately a pulse per second. Finally, in section 
R2, the reset signal from channel 3 of the 
Wireless receiver is wired to the reset snap 
on the Number bit (wire 4).

logic
The final piece of the timing block is the 
logic bit, which accepts input on channel 1 
of the Wireless receiver (from the starting 
block) and from the Motion trigger circuit. In 
the previous issue, the littleBits article was 
about the logic bits and truth tables, so you 
can refer to that article for review [3]. To de-
termine which logic bit would be appropriate 
for this project, I had to build a truth table 
for the behavior I wanted. 

In the system truth table in Figure 6, a 0 
means off or untriggered, whereas a 1 
means on or triggered. As you can see, only 
when pressure is off of the Pressure sensor 
and the Motion trigger has not sensed 
movement do I want the timer to run. In 
any other case, I want the timer to be off, or 
the situation should not exist (X), in which 
case the state of the system needs to be 
reset. The truth table of the NOR bit satis-
fies these logic requirements.

SyStem State
Before you can use the sprintBits setup, you 
need to make sure the system is in the cor-
rect state. Three LEDs help you make this 
determination (Table 3). In the timing 
block, you have to make sure the Motion 

between the Button and the LED, you have 
created an “on/ off” switch. Now when you 
press the button, the LED stays on, and it 
does not turn off until you press the button 
again.

The Wireless transmitter and receiver each 
have three channels over which to send a 
signal. In the T1 section, the signal from the 
Pressure sensor goes to an LED and the 
Wireless transmitter on channel 1. The T2 
section is just a Button bit that sends a reset 
signal to the timer on channel 3.

timing Block
The timing block (refer to Figure 3) at the 
finish line is a bit more complex, because it 

Block littleBit Function

T1 p1 power and 9V battery Power for T1 block

Button Sets system state (pressure LED on)

Latch Maintains system state

Wires 1/ 2 Isolate pressure sensor

Pressure sensor Starts timer

LED State indicator (on = ready; off = system state not set)

Wireless transmitter Sends start signal via channel 1

T2 Coin battery Power for T2 block

Button Resets timer to zero

Wireless transmitter Sends reset signal via channel 3

TAble 1: Starting Block Setup

Block littleBit Function
R1 Coin battery Power for R1 block

Motion trigger Turns timer off when activated

Buzzer Indicates when motion sensor is triggered

Latch Maintains motion sensor trigger state

LED Motion sensor indicator (on = triggered; off = not triggered)

NOR Receives input from starter and motion sensor

Wireless receiver Receives start signal via channel 1

Wire 3 Sends NOR output to R2 block

R2 p3 USB power Power for R2 block

Wireless receiver Receives reset signal via channel 3

Wire 4 Sends reset signal to Number module

Wire 3 Receives NOR output from R1 block

LED Timer indicator (on = running; off = not running)

Pulse Sets timer speed

Number(+) “Time (switch in “count up” position)”

TAble 2: Timing Block Setup

Figure 6: The truth table for the sprintBits matches that for the NOR bit.
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trigger LED is off. 
When the sprinter 
triggers the sensor, 
the LED turns on 
and the timer LED 
turns off, indicating 
that it is no longer 
keeping time. 

The runner should record the time before 
returning to the starting block by passing in 
front of the Motion trigger again, which trig-
gers the sensor and turns its LED off (i.e., the 
Timer and Sprinter Returns columns are the 
same). Although this also lets the timer start 
running, this situation is corrected when the 
runner prepares for the next sprint at the 
starting block.

As just explained, before placing a foot on 
the runner’s block, the Motion trigger LED 
must be off. Once the Pressure sensor is ac-
tivated, the timer stops, and the Pressure 
sensor LED in section T1 should turn on; if 
it doesn’t, pressing the state button to the 
right of the runner will put the system in the 
correct state. All the runner has to do now 
is hit the button in section T2 to reset the 
Number bit to 00. Now when the sprinter 
takes off, the timer starts, and the Motion 
trigger is in the correct state to stop the tim-
ing when activated.

To summarize:
•	 The	Motion	trigger	LED	is	off.
•	 The	runner’s	foot	is	on	the	Pressure	sensor.
•	 The	T1	LED	is	on.

•	 The	runner	presses	the	reset	button.
•	 The	race	is	on!
Figure 7 shows the finish line setup with the 
timer activated. The Motion trigger is very 
sensitive and has quite a large active area, so 
the cone over the sensor confines the space 
in which it senses activity. You’ll have to ex-
periment with the size of the cone to deter-
mine how big it has to be to “see” the 
sprinter without being triggered by activity 
outside the area of interest.

improvementS
Possible additions to the sprintBits could in-
clude designing a countdown timer for the 
starting block and a way to reset the Motion 
trigger LED from the starting block.  ● ● ●

Figure 7: The timing block at the finish line. The timer is running, as its LED indicates.

On Starting 
Block

Sprinting At Finish 
Line

Returns 
to Start

Pressure sensor LED On Off Off Off

Motion trigger LED Off Off On Off

Timer LED Off On Off On

TAble 3: LEDs and Sprinter’s Actions

[1]  Number bit:  
http://  littlebits.  cc/  bits/  number‑plus

[2]  Actobotics:  
https://  www.  sparkfun.  com/  actobotics

[3]  “littleBits – logicBits” by Rita L Sooby, 
Raspberry Pi Geek, issue 11, 2015, pg. 90
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